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Editorial 

Mexican terrorists threaten LaRouche 

Within hours of Lyndon H. LaRouche's Sept. 26 an
nouncement that he is a candidate for the 1984 U. S. 
presidential nomination of the Democratic Party, two 
highly professional terrorists held a woman captive in 
her apartment in Mexico City, and ransacked her apart
ment' while ordering her to deliver a threat message to 
LaRouche. 

Although Mexican governmental authorities have 
not reported on their investigation of the terrorist inci
dent, the incident conforms to threats delivered earlier 
from spokesmen for the fascist National Action Party 
of Mexico (PAN). Former PAN President Jose Angel 
Conchello, on Aug. 19, 1983, for example, referred 
threateningly to LaRouche as "that rich Jew from Phil
adelphia." Since that date, numerous other threats of 
similar character have been issued both publicly and 
privately by these sources. 

The complicating factor is the fact that elements of 
the U. S. State Department have been caught red-hand-

. ed in backing the fascist PAN. Investigation has shown 
that many of the English-language conversations con
ducted within PAN headquarters in Sonora are in Eng
lish because the FBI Special Agents assigned to aid the 
PAN's activities do not speak Spanish. Although#lere 
is no evidence that elements of the U. S. government 
have been directly funding the PAN, the PAN is mas
sively supported by nut-groups within the United States, 
and is linked to certain California and Las Vegas per
sonalities usually associated with organized crime's 
history in the United States. 

The incident is of special concern because of PAN 
links to Nazi-sympathizer circles in Texas and Europe. 
Although many kinds of interests participate in using 
international terrorism, the organized structure of inter
national terrorism is built around the postwar remnants 
of Walter Schellenberg's Nazi Reichssicherheitsamt 
Division VI, the foreign nationalities division of both 
the Nazi Abwehr and Nazi Waffen-SS. As the case of 
Nazi war criminal Klaus Barbie illustrates, the Nazi 
International now centers around Swiss Nazi official 
Franc;ois Genoud of Lausanne, Switzerland is a pow-
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erful factor in the international drug traffic, including 
the cocaine traffic in the Western Hemisphere. In ide
ology and European conections, the PAN is accurately 
described as a front organization of the Nazi 
International. 

This consciously Nazi character of leading ele
ments of the PAN is typified by the cited anti-Semitic 
remarks of Conchello. A year ago, Jose Perez Stuart, a 
veteran of the Mexican neo-Nazi gang MURO, a PAN 
sympathizer, attacked LaRouche's friends in Mexico 
as part of the "Zionist apparatus." The PAN is not only 
fascist in political philosophy and methods, but is rid
dled with Nazi-like anti-Semitism to match. 

The ideology and effusions of Nazi-like anti-Sem
itism from leading PAN circles is such that suspicion 
of sympathies for Nazi-like anti-Semitism must be di
rected against sympathizers of the PAN in both Mexico 
and the United States. The FBI's association with this 
neo-Nazi, anti-Semitic organization in Mexico, should 
be thoroughly investigated 0!1 that account. 

This also causes alarm because of the FBI's curi
ously inept performance in conducting security prepa
rations for the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics (see EIR, 
Oct. 4). A vast terrorist infrastructure is being built up 
in the United States, funded in part by Libya's Colonel 
Qaddafi, himself a product of the Nazi International. 
The key figure known to be on the scene directing part 
of these preparations is a nephew of the notorious Abu 
Nidal, who heads the Nazi International's Syria-based 
Arab terrorist organization, and is directly link�d to the 
Nazi International's headquarters in Switzerland. The 
FBI's poor record of past performance against the 
Weatherunderground terrorists, its links to the nw-Nazi 
PAN, and its poor performance historically on the drug 
traffic and in failing to take down the terrorist structure 
preparing 1984 Olympics rocket attacks on athletes' 
buses, causes grave concern. 

The included question is posed: Would the FBI act 
efficiently to prevent the PAN's threats to "get" a can
didate for the U.S. presidential nomination of the Dem
ocratic Party? 
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